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Abstract— Homing is one of the fundamental functions for
both the mobile robot and the flying robot. Furthermore,
homing can be introduced into a topological navigation system
by cyclically setting Home positions at the keypoints/nodes in
a topological map. In this work, we describe a bearing-only
homing method based on only few matching keypoints to grant
the mobile robot the homing ability. Our method considers
the homing problem as a visual servoing problem in 2D plane
and even in 3D space, using an omnidirectional camera as the
visual sensor. It doesn’t require the distance information to
the reference feature points. The proof of the convergence for
the algorithm is also given. The simulation results confirm the
feasibility and robustness of our method.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Robot homing means the robots navigate from a random
position to a target Home position by sensoring only the
current visual features and comparing them with the image
taken at a home position [9] [24] [1]. It is considered to
be one of the basic abilities of a mobile robot, and also
one of the most important components of visual navigation
in the navigation hierarchy presented by Franz and Mallot
[10] especially in topological map based scenarios. The key
solution to the robot homing problem is to estimate the
“homing vector” which is the direction that robots should
follow in order to get to the home position. Practically, the
distance to the keypoints/landmarks is not easy to accurately
estimate and is costly to measure, e.g. using a heavy and
costly laser-range finder. As far as the flying robots are
concerned, the payload capability of such robots can not
fulfill the requirement of some heavy measurement equipment. A bearing-only homing approach will greatly reduce
the dependency of distance measuring devices and the robot
can navigate based on only vision in a textured environment.
Bearing-only methods enable the robot to navigate by only
knowing the angles formed by different landmarks and the
robot itself. It requires less computational ability and sensor
data from the hardware side as well. This direction is bioinspired, starting with the work of Cartwright and Colletti
[4], namely the so-called ’snapshot’ model. Franz et al.
[11] continued this direction by analyzing the error and
convergence properties. Although there are some inevitable
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shortcomings, the low computational requirement can still be
interesting for certain robots such as flying robots.
As for the autonomous flying robots, it is still an unfledged
field. The state-of-art works are mainly focusing on basic
mechanisms or control problems, such as attitude control,
course stabilisation, and obstacle avoidance [26]. The methods used on flying robots are mainly optical flow [23] and
other biomimetics methods [14], which dealt with primary
control and tracking problems. Because of the limitation of
payload for the flying robots, vision or other lightweight
sensors such as IMU are the best choices that can be
available. Therefore, the fusion of these sensors seems to
be an important method fitting the navigation task. Some
recent works, e.g. Steder et al. [20], did excellent work in
this direction. However, in this paper, we show that pure
vision based homing is feasible. We believe that, according
to our bounded knowledge, our work is the first that deals
with the 3D bearing-only homing problem in 3D space.
“Visual Servoing” [6] has been widely cited in the area of
motion control of industrial robots. Our work is stimulated
by the work of Corke et al. [5], where the author used the
ALV[16] (Average Landmark Vector) based method and realized the homing task within the visual servoing framework.
ALV method depends on the assumption of the distances to
all the landmarks. In our work, we will introduce the bearingonly method under the visual servoing framework, and prove
the feasibility in a simulated environment and experiment for
both planar and 3D cases.
We will stress the following contributions of our work:
1) The proof of convergence for the bearing-only homing;
2) The first work on the 3D bearing-only homing;
3) A bearing-only homing method, which enables the
homing task in a featured environment;
4) Combine the homing task for mobile robots with the
pure IBVS (Image Based Visual Servoing), without the
structure reconstruction, by a low cost method.
In the following, we first give an overview of related work
in Section II, and then, we define the problem of homing
under the IBVS (Image-based Visual Servoing) frame in
Section III. Sections IV and V describe the algorithm and
control strategy of our approach, together with the simulation
results. Section VI will introduce the experimental results.
The discussion of the results is shown in the Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The latest result in navigation for autonomous flying robot
is given by Grzonka et al. [13]. They proposed a complete
quadrotor system using laser sensor fusing with an IMU.
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Based on this system, they managed to solve the SLAM
problem in real time. Our method will be based on only
vision sensors. Comparing to the work done by Bekris et al.
[2], our method doesn’t depend on the certain requirement
of “three landmarks should be detected and corresponded at
different position”; this method works by randomly select
features from the dynamic real-world using an incremental
concept. It enables the homing ability without the tracking
of fixed features. In this paper we also will mathematically
prove the convergence of the bearing-only method.
Considering the homing vector extraction, one of the
famous and widely cited methods is the landmark-based ALV
proposed by Lambrinos et al. [16]. It converts the homing
problem to a vector operation process, by summing up the
vectors to a number of keypoints and calculating the error of
the reference vectors of current position and home position.
But it partly depends on the geometric knowledge of the
landmarks and environment, which makes it dependent to
the distances to the keypoints. Zhang et al. [25] dealt with
the automatic calibration and navigation by visual servoing
on geometric features such as vanishing points and line orientations. It can be considered as an application of position
based visual servoing in robot navigation. Kirigin et al. [15]
used two horizontally set fisheye cameras for the homing
task in an outdoor environment. They showed that the more
reference points that are used, the more robust and better
trajectory the robot can get. We will extend our method in
this direction in the conclusion. Goedeme et al. [12] proposed
that the structure of the environment is not required in the
robot homing, and they estimated the ratio of the distances
to the matching keypoints by triangulation. In this work,
we mathematically propose that even the distance to the
keypoint can be neglected and a bearing-only homing method
is feasible to implement. Usher et al. [22][21] continued
Corke’s theoretical results and extended their work on a carlike vehicle. As the estimated distance to the landmarks are
essential for the homing method, they introduced the distance
information directly to the ALV algorithm and got pretty
satisfying results. Our work will show the special competitive
strength in the situation when the distance to the landmarks
are hard to estimate. By extracting and tracking the features
with normalized RGB color model, Fitzgibbons et al. [8]
dig into the bearing-only SLAM problem for an outdoor
environment. It proved that the bearing-only approach can
provide a robust solution to the SLAM problem. The latest
result is done by Lim et al. [17]. They divided the 2D planar
surface into four regions and estimated the current robot
position by measuring the bearings of landmarks. The theory
was proved by sketch drawing. We will give a mathematical
proof to our method.
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Problem Definition

The operation of the robot can be summarized as the
control of its velocity vector. Particularly, we choose the
bisector of the angle β1 as the direction to control the angle
β1 , which we set as v1 . Meanwhile, v2 is the controlled
velocity along the bisector of β2 , v3 for β3 . We need to find
the proper J to fit ε̇ = Ju, where ε is the error of observed
and desired angles, as shown in Eq. 1. In this application,
the controller should fit:




v p1
β1 − β1∗
 β2 − β2∗  = Ju = J  v p2 
(1)
β3 − β3∗
v p3
In 3D space, a minor change of the formulation is that at least
four feature points are needed, because each pair of unrelated
features can provide only one standalone equation. Assuming
that there is a fourth feature P4 in the 3D space, and the
−−→
−−→
angle formed by OP1 and OP4 is β4 , and the angle formed
−−→
−−→
by HP1 and HP4 is β4∗ . v4 is the needed speed along the
bisector of angle ∠P1 OP4 , as shown in Fig. 2.2 Therefore, the
relationship between the velocity and feature error is shown
as below:




v p1
β1 − β1∗
 β2 − β ∗ 
 vp 
2 

 2 
(2)
 β3 − β3∗  = Ju = J  v p3 
v p4
β4 − β4∗
As shown in Fig. 1, the homing velocity,
−
→
→
−
V homing = −
vp + →
vq + −
v→
m

(3)

B. Why can the target position be defined only by angles

III. P ROBLEM D EFINITION
A. Formulation
Let’s start with the 2D planar case. The problem is defined
as Fig. 1 1 , where P1 , P2 , P3 are three keypoints which can be
1v
3

detected from current position O and home position H. The
purpose is to guide the robot from O to H only by comparing
the separation angles βi and target angles βi∗ , i = 1, 2, 3. β1
−−→
−−→
is the angle formed by OP1 and OP3 and β2 is the angle of
−−→
−−→
vectors OP1 and OP2 etc.

Let’s review Fig. 1. Both β2∗ and β3∗ can be considered
d
as angle of arc Pd
1 P3 in ⊙P1 P3 H and P3 P2 in ⊙P3 P2 H
respectively. According to the Equal angle, equal
arc theorem, if points P1 P2 P3 H are concyclic, there will
2 The

is omitted in the sketch because of the limited space
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bisector vectors vi ,i = 1,2,3,4 are omitted in Fig. 2
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The model of 3D bearing-only homing

be infinite solution to this problem, which is physically
impossible; on the other hand, if not, as shown in Fig. 3
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∆θ = θ ′ − θ = δ + ξ . According to the sine theorem,

j
d


 sin δ =
sin(π −δ − 12 θ )
(4)
k
 d =

 sin ξ
1
sin(π −ξ − 2 θ )

Because t → 0 =⇒ d → 0, and δ , ξ → 0, the equation above
can be simplified as,

j
d


 δ =
sin θ2
(5)
d
k


 ξ =
θ
sin 2
and the error of measurements

P1

ε = |θ ′ − θ ∗ | − |θ − θ ∗ |
Fig. 3.

Intersection of two circles

(6)

if θ > θ ∗ ,

existing and only existing two intersection points of two
intersectant circles, i.e. H and P2 . Therefore, H can be welldetermined in a 2-D planar. In this case, O and H are on
the same relative side of points P1 P2 P3 , so that if the angles
β2 or β3 is smaller (or greater) than the desired value, all
we need to do is simply control the angle to the desired
value, without thinking of the symmetric problem. In the
3D case, instead of two circles, there are three spheres
intersecting each other. The intersections will be either a
circle (when the three spheres are coaxial, which means at
least three are coaxial with the current robot position. In
that case, only three features can be observed, conflicting
with our requirement for minimum number of features.) or
two intersection points. One of the two points is our target
position, and the other is coincident with one of the features.
Therefore, with two (planar case) or three (3D space case)
or more bearings, the position of homing position can be
well-determined.

IV. C ONVERGENCE P ROOF
Before we start solving this control matrix J, let’s prove
this method can converge. Considering the situation shown in
Fig. 4. It shows the variation of separation angle θ during the
moving of robot from G to G′ , θ ∈ (0, 2π ). The distance of
these two points d = vdt, where v is the speed of translation
and dt is the time diffusion. Therefore, the angle variation

θ 1 1
ε = d sin ( + )
2 j k
if θ < θ ∗ ,

θ 1 1
ε = −d sin ( + ).
2 j k
It is without lose of generality in setting j = k = 1, since we
have no idea of the distance in practical. The derivative of
the angle error is

2v sin θ2 , θ > θ ∗
(7)
ε̇ =
−2v sin θ2 , θ < θ ∗
To make sure ε̇ < 0, v should be positive if θ > θ ∗ , vice
versa. The negative v means that the robot should move
along the inversed direction of the bisector, to decrease the
separation angle. Since θ2 ∈ (0, π2 ), by setting the correct
moving direction, it can guarantee that ε −→ 0. It shows
that the velocity control in the bisector direction (or inversed
direction) can enable the angle to converge to any demanded
target. In 3D case, the problem is similar except that the
separation angle should be instead by the solid angle of
polygon formed by the feature points; the distance to the
refered segment is instead by the area of the polygon.
According to Section III, the bearing angles can determine
the positions of robots in both 2D and 3D space, therefore
the bearing-only homing method can work in both cases. 3 .
3 In 3D case, the problem is almost the same, by changing the bearing
angles to solid angles in 3D. The proof process is omitted here.
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V. C ONTROL S TRATEGY AND S IMULATION
In section IV, we have proved that if the robot tries to
move along the bisector of separation angle, we can reach a
stable desired bearing. The question now is how to represent
and calculate the velocity vector to lead the robot to achieve
the target, especially the homing direction. Additionally, how
to prove the stability of a controller using this kind of
bearing-only method.
A. Velocity Decomposing and Controller Convergence

•

v1
P3

P1
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βi
v p1

v p0

θ2

i

i−1

O

π − βi P
i

Pi−1

θ1
θ3
v3

v2
vi

P2

Theoretically, if the controller is convergent, the error
norm should converge to 0, i.e.

(b) Velocity in local frame

(a) Decomposing
Fig. 5.

Velocity Decomposing

We bring the velocity components into a local frame at
the robot. The sketch is shown in Fig. 5. θi represents the
−→
separation angle of (0, 1) to OPi . As the speed along the
bisector of ∠Pi−1 OPi can be equally decomposed along the
direction of OPi−1 and OPi , the speed along the bisector,

βi
.
(8)
2
where βi j = θi − θ j , and the parameters with * are the observation from the Home position. Therefore, the components:
vi = 2(βi − βi∗ ) cos

v p0 = v p1 = βi − βi∗
i

i−1

pi

pi

is the unit vector from O towards Pi

(12)

ε̇i · εi < 0

(13)

Because v1 , v2 , v3 are all along the bisector directions, and vi
is set to the direction to eliminate the error of observed angle
−
→
as shown in Eq. 8, these components of the output V homing
are fit the applicable sphere of Eq. 7. Combining Eq. 11 with
Eq. 7 and Eq. 13, the derivative of the angle errors are:

 

∗
cos β213 sin β213 β13 − β13
ε1
 

∗
ε̇ =  ε2  = −4  cos β221 sin β221 β21 − β21


ε3
∗
cos β232 sin β232 β32 − β32


(14)

So that the derivative of the norm of error


 
∗ 2
sin β13 · β13 − β13


∗ 2 
ε̇ · ε = −2  sin β21 · β21 − β21


∗ 2
sin β32 · β32 − β32

pi

If we represent the output of our controller by the components in the directions of all the bisectors, it is shown in
Fig. 6 4 , where θ0 = θ3 , and θ4 = θ1 . Hereby we set up
two lemma for the proof of convergency for our controller.
Lemma 1: According to the proof in the previous section,
when the robot moves along the bisector of angle ∠P1 OP2 ,
it is always possible to choose a velocity v, such that ε → 0.
Lemma 2: Lemma 1 extends to 3D by moving on the median
of the tetrahedron OP1 P2 P3 , and choosing a velocity such that
the solid angle β defined by the tetrahedron converges to β ∗ .
The proof of the convergency is separated in 2D and 3D:
• In 2D: In the 2D case, let’s assume the case with point
→
→
→
P1 , P2 and P3 , bisector −
v1 , −
v2 and −
v3 . If the points Pi
−
→
−
→
are distinct, v1 , v2 becomes a base of the plane. Any

||εi ||2 → 0
namely,

(9)

According to the decomposing map in Fig. 5(b), the speed
component along OPi direction can be represented as,
−
v→0 + −
v→1
(10)
v→ = −

→
4−
OPi

velocity V in the plane can be expressed in this base
−
→
→
→
as V = a−
v1 + b −
v2 . When implementing a control law
to control ε1 , ε2 and ε3 to zero, using Lemma 1, we
can freely select a and b such that ε1 and ε2 converge
to zero. We now just have to show that ε3 converges
to zero. This comes from the fact that β1 + β2 + β3 = π
and β1∗ + β2∗ + β3∗ = π as well. So, when ε1 → 0 and
ε2 → 0, then β1 → β1∗ and β2 → β2∗ . From these results,
we can refer that β3 → β3∗
In 3D: In the 3D, with βi ; i = 1 . . . 4 the four solid angle
→
defined by GPi Pi+1 Pi+2 , if −
vi is a vector on the median
of the GPi Pi+1 Pi+2 tetrahedron (equiv. to the bisector in
→
2D), and the points are distinct then −
vi ; i = 1 . . . 3 is a
base of the volume. Using Lemma 2, we can always
−
→
→
vi such that εi ; i = 1 . . . 3 →
find a velocity V = ∑3i=1 ai −
0. So we now have to show that ε4 → 0 as well. This
comes from the fact that at G, we have ∑4i=1 βi = 4π
steradians, and at G∗ , we have ∑4i=1 βi∗ = 4π as well.
As in 2D, the convergence of βi to βi∗ i for i = 1 . . . 3
leads to the convergence of β4 to β4∗ .

(15)

when the measured separation angle βi j ∈ (0, π ), it fits Eq.
13, therefore all the components of the controlled speed
−
→
output converge. Based on the linear relation of V homing and
vi , the control method is convergent too.
B. Velocity Definition
One common idea is that when the robot approaches the
target, it should move much more slowly to decrease the
error caused by mechanism. Without lose of generality, we
assume that the angle error and the speed to control the angle
error along the bisectors are with the relationship shown in
Eq. 8. The speed along each bisector can be decomposed
into the directions to the feature points. The relation of the
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Fig. 6.

Output Velocity

The simulation resultsis shown in Fig. 8(a) and Fig.8(b).

linear speed towards feature points P1 , P2 , P3 and the feature
errors βi j − βi∗j can be written as:


∗
0
β − β13
−→   13
∗ 
β21 − β21
OP2 
∗
−→
β
β
−
32
32
OP3

−→
OP1
−→
OP2
0

3
2.5

(16)

2
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The output of the controller can be formulated as,
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3
→
−
v→
V homing = ∑ −
pi .
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theta error
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1

gamma error
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0
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−10
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Comparing to the classic Visual Servoing method, we use
Eq.17 directly in a feedback control loop. The simulation
result is shown in Fig. 7.
All the feature points (in red), home position and current
position are random generated in the simulated environment.
The blue points are the potential feature points candidates.
In the beginning of every running cycle, a new group of
feature points will be selected, to generate the homing vector.
It simulates the situation in real application, when the robot
can not easily track all the feature points. Actually, it’s not
necessary for the robot to track the features with such an
incremental method. With the same manner, the 3D homing

Error of measured angles (rad)

 −→   −→
OP1
v p1

 −
v→
0
p2  = 
−
−→
v→
p3
OP3

(11)

Fig. 8.
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The simulation and errors of the four bearing angles on Eq. 19

To improve the method, as shown in Eq. 18, all the
multipliers on the right side are unrelated. Therefore, in
practice, more feature points can be added following the
same structure to enhance the robustness of the algorithm.
VI. E XPERIMENT
The experiment was carried out in a lab environment using
a 150 degree fisheye camera. The algorithm is realized in C
with the OpenCV library [3]. We only show the result of our
method in 3D space, because it can basically stand for the
real application and the 3D case is more complicated than
planar. The result is shown in Fig. 9.
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−20

−15
y

−20

x

−30

Fig. 7. The result of 2D bearing-only homing in simulated environment.
Considering the huge amount of keypoints that we can get in a practical
application, we build a 4-wall environment accordingly. The algorithm
selects randomly three keypoints out of 800 at the beginning of each running
cycle.The average error of the final position is smaller than 1 distant unit.

equation can be calculated by summing up the velocities
along the bisectors of bearings. The relation equation is
shown in Fig. 18. The parameter definition is the same as
Fig. 2. The output of the controller is shown in Eq. 19.


cos β21
v p1

β
 cos 21
 v p2 
 v  = −2 
p3

0
v p4
0


0
cos β22
cos β22
0

0
0
cos β23
cos β23

4
−→
−
→
V homing = ∑ vPi OPi
i=1

cos β24
0
0
cos β24





∆β1

  ∆β2 
  ∆β 

3
∆β4
(18)

(19)

Fig. 9. The experiment result for the 3D case. The top-left image is the
image take at the “Home” position, and the rest are taken at places nearby.
The red dot in the center marks the estimated position of the flying robot.
The green lines mark the homing direction, which is a projection of the real
3D homing direction on the image planar.

In the experiment, all the matched features are included
in generating the homing direction as mentioned in the
previous section. It expanded the matrix shown in Eq.
18 to N-dimension, where N is the number of observed
keypoints. There are some failure cases, which are caused
by observation noise and outliers, are not shown in the Fig.
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9. We believe the failure caused by outliers can be eliminated
efficiently by RANSAC [7] or other techniques. A detailed
evaluation will be given in our futher research.
VII. D ISCUSSION

AND

C ONCLUSION

The 2D results in Fig. 7 show that the bearing-only homing
method based on 3 features (keypoints) is feasible for the
homing task for a mobile robot. Meanwhile, the results in
Fig. 8(a) and Fig.8(b) show that both the methods in Eq. 18
can manage to finish the homing task in 3D space for a flying
robot. More than 100 times of simulation have been taken
with random starting position and random homing position
in the 3D space. The simulated trajectories can all arrive the
home position within 50 iterations, with a final position error
within 1 distance unit. The error records shown in Fig. 8(b)
states that the method shows a convergence in eliminating
all the 4 separation angles. The experiment result shows that
our method is applicable in 3D homing task, and further
evaluations are still needed.
Because this method depends on the bearings of features without the requirement of very specified keypoint
descriptors. Several existing fast descriptors can also be used,
especially in the 2D case, such as the vertical line based
method by Scaramuzza et al. [19] and adaptive color based
descriptors by Liu et al. [18]
In this paper, two methods are described to be effective
in solving the bearing-only homing problem for both mobile
robots and flying robots. We employed the IBVS problem as
a reference, and developed our bearing-only solution in both
2D and 3D. These techniques enable the homing capability
for the robots, without any distance information. The simplified transition matrix will help to form an easily structured
closed-loop control system, with flexible expandability.
As for the problem of 3D homing, we should confess that
more topics should be discussed, e.g. the control problem for
the flying robots is not as accurate or robust as the control for
mobile robots, and the pose estimation is also very important
for a bearing-only method. Nevertheless, this work originally
states the bearing-only homing problem for the flying robot
in 3D space, and proposed a robust homing algorithm.
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